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Abstract

More than a century ago, M. Sagnac realized an experiment with light rays, whose results according to him invalidated the theory of Relativity and validated the hypothesis of the Aether. This hypothesis of the ether was not retained by the scientific community, and relativistic explanations were given to the results of the Sagnac experiment. But these relativistic explanations remain open to criticism because they are various and because the prediction may differ depending on whether the observer’s frame of reference is at rest or in motion. The neo-Newtonian mechanics proposes a new explanation which leads to demonstrate the formula \( \delta L = -\frac{p \cdot R \cdot \Omega}{c} \) with \( P \) the light path. In order to verify this new interpretation, it is proposed to do again the Sagnac experiment with a slightly different light path, a square-shaped path. The results should be at least 30% lower than those predicted by the theory of Relativity. In which case, the relativistic explanation would be questioned.
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1. Introduction

In 1913 Georges Sagnac performed an experiment (bearing his name) [1]. This experiment consists of highlighting the shift of the central fringe as a function of the speed of rotation of the disc. Today its main application is the gyrolaser, used in aeronautics, launchers and space. For G. Sagnac, his experience proved the existence of aether. Nevertheless, this hypothesis of the aether has been supplanted for a century by the theory of Relativity, but the given relativistic explanations are arduous and disputed by some. The purpose of this article is to show...
the paradoxes of the relativistic explanations and then to propose another explanation, that one based on the neo-Newtonian mechanics (which is nothing but the Newtonian mechanics without the principle of equivalence). This article does not deal with optical fiber gyros which fall under a slightly different principle (the optical fiber moves with the disk).

2. Georges Sagnac’s Experiment and Measurement

2.1. Georges Sagnac’s Experiment

The rotating interferometer comprises the light source and the receiver, a photographic plate that records the interference fringes located at the focus of a telescope. When the light is sent, from a transmitter placed on the rotating disk, in two opposite directions, the center of interference (which corresponds to the median-band at maximum intensity) shifts as a function of the speed of the disk rotation. This measurement is carried out thanks to the photographic receiver installed on the rotating disc. A description of Sagnac experiment is given in Appendix A.

2.2. Measurement

- The interferential displacement “z” (from one direction to the opposite direction) is measured to be worth:

$$z = \frac{16\pi NS}{\lambda c} \text{[m/m]}$$

(1)

with values of Table 1.

Numerical application: $z = 0.07$. It is the offset of the fringe into two opposite directions.

- Unlike what is generally practiced today, G. Sagnac defines the displacement of the central fringe between a rotation direction and the opposite direction. By reducing the formula with the fringe shift $FS$ (from one direction compared to the state at rest) which is half of the interferential displacement, we get the following formula (see Appendix A)

$$FS = 4 \frac{S\Omega}{\lambda c} \text{[m/m]}$$

(2)

with $\Omega$, speed of rotation, equal to $22\pi$ rad/s.

Table 1. Sagnac values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of revolutions per second</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>rps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Surface swept by the light beam</td>
<td>0.0866</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Wave length</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>Light celerity</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Numerical application: $FS = 0.033$. This is the shift of the central fringe with respect to the center. For example, if the projected interference $\Lambda = 0.5 \text{ mm}$, the Fringe Shift of the center line is $17 \mu\text{m}$.

Note: In his article, at the end of paragraph 2 on the optical vortex effect 1, for $N = 2$, G. Sagnac gives as value of the interfringe a value $\Lambda$ “of $0.5 \text{ mm to 1 mm}$”, that is to say from simple to double! What is the precision of Sagnac measurement? Does it mean something else?

- To overcome this uncertainty on interfringes, in this paper we will use the “path difference” $\delta L$ [m] defined as:

$$\delta L = \lambda \cdot FS$$

In Sagnac experiment, $\delta L = 15 \text{ nm}$.

3. Usual Measurement Interpretations

3.1. According to Newtonian Mechanics

Newtonian mechanics is not able to correctly describe this experiment. In which case, the two light beams would meet at the center of the photographic receiver, there would be no movement of the central fringe. Newtonian mechanics cannot explain the Fringe Shift.

3.2. According to Aether Hypothesis

Hyppolyte Fizeau wanted to prove the existence of the aether with the experience of moving water. In the same way, Georges Sagnac wanted to prove the existence of the aether with his experience. The results are consistent with this hypothesis [2] [3] [4]. The trouble is aether is unable to simply explain the negative result of the Michelson and Morley experiment. Anyway, the aether hypothesis has been supplanted by the theory of Relativity which can give explanation to many astrophysical observations.

3.3. According to Relativity Theory

According to the theory of Relativity, the speed of light in the vacuum is a constant whatever the speed of the reference frame is. For Georges Sagnac, first goal of his experience was to invalidate the theory of relativity that could not explain these results with a constant light celerity in both frames. Indeed with the Sagnac experiment, depending on whether one places the observator in the terrestrial reference frame or in the frame of the rotating disk, the meeting of the two opposite light rays would not occur in the same place (see Figure 1). This inconsistency alone should have invalidated the theory of Relativity.

Yet the partisans of Relativity consider that the Sagnac experiment would be on the contrary a new proof of the theory of Relativity. Paul Langevin was the first to provide an explanation involving a “temporal” shift derivating the formula

$$\delta L (\text{Relativity}) = -4 \frac{S \cdot \Omega}{c}$$

(4)
Since then, other relativistic explanations and derivations have been provided (see APPENDIX B). To give various interpretations for the same phenomenon appears unclear and even suspicious.

### 3.4. A Strange Coincidence

- In the experiment carried out by G. Sagnac, the ratio between the surface $S$ and the perimeter $P$ of this particular polygon is equal to:

\[
4S \approx P \cdot R
\]

with $R$ radius of the disc.

- In gyroscopic apparatus used in aerospace [5] [6] with an equilateral triangle, the ratio between the surface $S$ and the perimeter $P$ of the triangle is also equal to: (see **Figure 2**)

\[
4S = P \cdot R
\]

Nota: in the triangular gyrolaser manufactured by companies, the light beam passes through a resonator (cavity containing an active medium) and that the signal is amplified electronically, filtered, converted into frequency and calibrated. If an indirect link is maintained between the rotational speed and the modification of the signal, the direct link between the speed of rotation and the displacement in meters of the central fringe is masked.
4. Neo-Newtonian Interpretation

4.1. Neo Newtonian Mechanics

Neo-Newtonian mechanics is similar to Newtonian mechanics except for very high speed:

- The speed of light \( c \) is practically equal to the asymptotic limit \( s \). So, \( c + v \approx c \).
- The addition or the subtraction of the velocities is done according to the conservation of the momentum. So \( c - v = c - (x \cdot v) \) with \( x < 1 \). In the case of the light beam, \( x \) is close to zero.
- For a synthetic approach to neo-Newtonian mechanics see the Presentation paper [7], and for a detailed approach the Related Articles hereafter.

4.2. Neo Newtonian Explication

- It is strange that the Fringe Shift depends on the surface of the figure rather than the path traveled by the light. Thus, neo-Newtonian mechanics proposes, and demonstrates (see Appendix C) that the Fringe Shift depends on the path traveled.

The proposed formula is:

\[
\delta L (\text{Neo Newtonian}) = - \frac{P \cdot R \cdot \Omega}{c} \tag{6}
\]

- Note that the relativistic derivations are made from the surface of a disk. It is interesting to note that in the case of a circular path, the two approaches give clearly different results (see Appendix C):
\[ \delta L_{(\text{Disc} / \text{Neo Newtonian})} = \frac{\delta L_{(\text{Disc} / \text{Relativity})}}{2} \]  

This could be a way to discriminate both approaches. Unfortunately, it is not possible to make the light rays travel in a perfectly circular path with mirrors. Let us remember that this article does not deal with the drop-down optical fiber gyroimeters where the fiber is rotated with the disk.

5. Proposal of Experiment

• Only experiment can help to decide between two interpretations.

It is not possible to simply carry out a real “circular” circulation of the light beams in the vacuum with an infinite number of mirrors. It is here proposed to experiment in a square trajectory (see Figure 3) without resonator nor laser exciter.

• At present time it is difficult to say whether the proponents of Relativity will apply a corrective factor to the square circulation or not. That is why two formulas have been given in the relativistic framework (one by taking up again the formula of the disc, the other by adding a corrective factor proportional to the geometric surface of the square).

• According to Neo-Newtonian, prediction will be done with the single Equation (6).

• Results are in Table 2:

In either case with the square, there is a difference of \( \left(\sqrt{2}/2 \right) \) 30% to \( \left(\sqrt{2}/\pi \right) \) 55% to differentiate the predictions of these two theories. This difference from 30% to 55% is significant and so it would make possible to discriminate between neo-Newtonian and Relativistic predictions.

6. Conclusions

If the Sagnac effect is recognized and today used industrially in gyrolasers for aeronautics and space, its theoretical interpretation remains controversial. For

| Table 2. Comparison table between Relativity and Neo-Newtonian predictions. |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| **Relativity** | **Neo-Newtonian** |
| General Formula | \[ \delta L = -\frac{S \cdot \Omega}{c} \]  \[ \delta L = -\frac{P \cdot R \cdot \Omega}{c} \] |
| Square | \[ A(\text{disc}) = \pi R^2 \]  \[ S(\text{corrected}) = 2R^2 \]  \[ P = 4\sqrt{2}R \] |
| Formula for square | \[ \delta L = -\frac{4 \pi R^2 \cdot \Omega}{c} \]  \[ \delta L = -\frac{4 \sqrt{2} \cdot R^2 \cdot \Omega}{c} \] |
| Example | \[ R = 0.25 \text{ m} \]  \[ \Omega = 2 \times 2\pi \text{ rd/s} \]  \[ \delta L = 33 \text{ nm} \]  \[ \delta L(\text{corrected}) = 21 \text{ nm} \]  \[ \delta L = 15 \text{ nm} \] |
the majority of scientists, this would demonstrate the validity of the theory of Relativity, but for some others it invalidates the theory of Relativity and opens the door to other theories such as that of the aether. This was the opinion of Georges Sagnac, the instigator of this experience that bears his name. In this essay, after recalling how neither Newtonian mechanics nor relativistic theory can explain correctly the Sagnac effect, we propose an alternative explanation based on Neo-Newtonian Mechanics (NNM). The Fringe Shift or the difference of light path would not be proportional to the surface swept $S$ but to the light path traveled $P$. Then we get the formula:

$$\delta L\text{ (Neo-Newtonian)} = -\frac{P \cdot R \cdot \Omega}{c}.$$

Neo-Newtonian Mechanics predicts, except in special cases such as the Sagnac’s polygon or the equilateral triangle, a different shift from that predicted by the theory of Relativity. For a perfect square path and without resonator nor exciter, it should show a 30% to 55% decrease in the offset. This proposal of experiment, quite similar at first sight to what has already been achieved but nevertheless different, remains to be carried out by a laboratory to discriminate both theories.
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APPENDIX A: G. SAGNAC’S EXPERIMENT

Between two photos of the receiver, one taken with a direction of rotation and the other one in the other direction, Sagnac uses in his experiment (see Figure 4) the parameter $z$ defined as the displacement (relative) of the center of interference:

$$z = \frac{\Delta c}{\Lambda} \text{ [m/m]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

with

$\Delta c = \text{distance between the central fringe } c_1 \text{ in one direction of rotation and the central fringe } c_2 \text{ in the other direction of rotation.}$

$\Lambda = \text{interfrange = interval between two dark lateral fringes } f \text{ (cf middle of paragraph 6 of G. Sagnac’s article).}$

He then obtains as a formula of $z$:

**Equation (1)**

$$z = \frac{16\pi NS}{\Delta c} \text{ [m/m]}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A2)

with

$S = \text{surface swept by the light beam.}$

$N = \text{number of revolutions per second [rps].}$

Considering the speed of rotation $\Omega$:

$$\Omega = 2\pi N \text{ [rad/s]}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A3)

we are getting

$$z = 8\frac{S\Omega}{\Delta c} \text{ [m/m]}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A4)

**Note 1:**

$z$ is similar to Fringe Shift, except that we usually take the distance between the central fringe $c_1$ according to a direction of rotation and the central fringe $c_0$ of the immobile disk, $i.e.$ $\Delta c/2$.

Thus

$$FS = \frac{\Delta c/2}{\Lambda}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A5)
$$FS = \frac{\pi}{2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A6)

Equation (2) \hspace{1cm} FS = 4\frac{S\Omega}{\lambda c} \text{[m/m]} \hspace{1cm} (A7)

Note 2:
This formula appears coherent, although dissimilar on the surfaces, with that found in the scientific literature [6]:

$$FS = 4\frac{A\Omega}{\lambda c} \text{[m/m]}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A8)

with $A$ the Area of the disc.

APPENDIX B: Relativistic Explanations

Relativity theory could explain Sagnac from different ways:

a) By the relativity of the simultaneity [8]:

A simultaneous event in one frame is not in another frame. Two light rays can meet simultaneously in a frame (in motion) and not in another frame (motionless): it is the “temporal” shift (*).

This was put into equation first by Paul Langevin in 1921 [9] [10] [11]:

$$\begin{cases}
    t_+ = \frac{2\pi R + \Omega R t_i}{c} = \frac{\Omega R t_i}{v} \\
    t_- = \frac{2\pi R - \Omega R t_i}{c} = \frac{\Omega R t_i}{v}
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (B1)

b) By time dilatation:

Sagnac effect can be attributed to the difference in the time dilation (or phase change) [12].

\textbf{c) Length variation}

With the rotating disc, the lengths depend on the direction of travel [13].

\textbf{*: Discussion about the “temporal” shift:}

The difficulty of the “temporal” shift explanation is that it is not compatible with the interference of the Young slits(**): the central line corresponds to the same optical path, it moves according to the variation of optical path (and not according to a variation of time, to the relativity of simultaneity or to a “temporal” shift). For the central peak, whatever its movement (at the same light velocity):

$$t_+ = t_+ = t_0$$ \hspace{1cm} (B2)

and so

$$\begin{cases}
    ct_i = 2\pi R \\
    \Omega R t_i = 0
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (B3)

$$\begin{cases}
    t_i = \frac{2\pi R}{c} \\
    t_i = 0!!
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (B4)
**: Principle of the interference peak of Young slits: see Figure 5.
Peak of interference intensity where the 2 paths (at the same light celerity) are equal, where the difference in path is zero.

\[ FS = \frac{\delta L}{\lambda} = \frac{a}{\lambda D} \times [\text{m/m}] \]  

**APPENDIX C: Neo-Newtonian Derivation**

To detail the neo-Newtonian explanation, we will proceed in two steps:

- First we will simplify the experience of G. Sagnac to half a turn.
- Then we will return to the initial case with a complete turn.

**First step: simplification of the experimental scheme**

The simplification relates to two points:

1) We replace the polygonal surface S by a circular surface.
2) And we change the location of the “opposite” photographic receiver on the disc of the light source (see Figure 6). The distance traveled by the beams being then half less, the offset is then in this assembly half less.

**Hypotheses:** in (Ro) frame,
- From the geometry of the circle:

\[ 00_{AI} + A P = P \]  

(C1)

with \( P \) for Perimeter, or light path.
- Disc in rotation:

\[ V = \Omega R \]  

(C2)

\[ A_0 A_t = \Omega R t_f \]  

(C3)

So \( B_0 B_t = \Omega R t_f \)  

(C4)

**Figure 5.** Young interference.
Figure 6. Simplification of the experimental setup.

- Trajectory of the two light rays:
  \[ A_0 I^+ = c^+ t_f \]  
  and \[ A_0 I^- = c^- t_f \]  
  as defined \[ \delta L = B_l I \] (C7)

- In Neo-Newtonian Mechanics:
  \[ c^+ = c + \varepsilon \quad \text{with} \quad \varepsilon \equiv 0 \]  
  \[ c^- = c - xV \quad \text{with} \quad 0 < x < 1 \]  

Consequence:
From (C7)
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = B_0 B_0 + B_0 I \]  
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = B_0 I - B_0 B_1 \]  
By geometry
\[ A_0 I = A_0 B_0 + B_0 I \]  
So \[ B_0 I = A_0 I - A_0 B_0 \]  

\[ \text{A: the emitter of the (synchronous) light beams} \]
\[ \text{B: the centre of the photographic receiver receiving the light rays} \]
\[ \text{i: the central fringe, the meeting point of the two synchronous light rays} \]
\[ \delta l_i \text{: the difference of light path, the shift of the central line i with respect to the centre B of the} \]
\[ \text{photographic receiver [mm]} \]
\[ t_f \text{: the travel time of the light rays from A}_0 \text{ to I} \]
\[ A_0 \text{ : the emitter of the (synchronous) light beams at time } t=0 \]
\[ B_0 \text{ : the centre of the photographic receivers, receiving the rays at time } t=0 \]
\[ A_1 \text{ : the emitter of the (synchronous) light beams at time } t=t_f \]
\[ B_1 \text{ : the centre of the photographic receivers, receiving the rays at time } t=t_f \]
From (C11), (C14)
\[ \delta L = A_d I - P/2 - B_0 B_i \]  
(C15)

From (C4), (C5)
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = c^* t_i - \pi R - \Omega R t_i \]  
(C16)

From (C1), (C5), (C6)
\[ c^* t_i + c^* t_i = P \]  
(C17)
\[ t_i = \frac{P}{c^* + c^*} \]  
(C18)

From (C8), (C9)
\[ t_i \approx \frac{P}{2c - x \cdot V} \]  
(C19)

From (C8), (C16), (C19)
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = (c - \Omega R) \frac{P}{2c - x \cdot V} - P/2 \]  
(C20)
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = \frac{P c - P \Omega R - c P + P x \cdot V / 2}{2c - x \cdot V} \]  
(C21)
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = \frac{-P \Omega R + P x \cdot V / 2}{2c - x \cdot V} \]  
(C22)
\[ V \ll c \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = \frac{-P \Omega + P x \cdot V / 2}{2c} \]  
(C23)

From (C2)
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = \frac{-P \Omega + P x \cdot R \Omega / 2}{2c} \]  
(C24)
\[ \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) = \frac{P \Omega}{2c} \left( 1 - \frac{x}{2} \right) \]  
(C25)

Comment: with \( x < 1 \) then \( \delta L < 0 \).
The sign “minus” means that the peak of interference occurs in the vicinity to the right of B1 (cf Figure)

With \( x \ll 1 \) \( \delta L \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) \approx \frac{-P \Omega}{2c} \)  
(C26)

IV.2 Second step: full rotation
Second step: Now let’s go back to the un-simplified case with a full rotation.
In that case you have to double the path and therefore the Equation (C28) to:

Equation 6 \( \delta L (\text{Neo-Newtonian}) = -\frac{P \Omega}{c} \)  
(C27)

• Remark 1: in the case of a circle
\[ PR = 2 \pi R^2 = 2A \]  
(C28)
\[ \delta L (\text{Circle / Neo-Newtonian}) = -2 \frac{A \Omega}{c} \]  

- It is half what the theory of Relativity predicts for a circle!

- **Remark 2:** in the case of a square

\[ P = 4 \sqrt{2} R \]  

\[ \delta L (\text{Square / Neo-Newtonian}) = -4 \frac{\sqrt{2} R^2 \Omega}{c} \]